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Queen of Camelot
by Dana (April 28th, 2008 tutorial)
Greetings! And welcome to our *Queen of Camelot*
created especially for the Spring 2008 Frills and
Fancy ezine online (www.FrillsandFancyezine.com).
Our Queen is a very simple, yet uniquely pretty doll.
All done with simple accessories glued on.
Enjoy our tutorial and
Happy Creating!
DANA (Dana@MiniatureART.com)

KITS: There was enough material left to make 3 kits.
These include the orchid silk duponi, micro velvet,
lace, trims, beads, jewelry finding, special doll (with head tilted down, bent 3/4 legs, 3/4 arms)
and viscose. **NOT INCLUDED** fine gold chain around neck. Cost is $45 plus $6 shipping
us/$8 foreign to (paypal) Dana@Miniatureart.com.

Directions:
(Prep ... paint doll, assemble as desired. If
you are new and need more help, check out
our FF Biddy issue for complete assembly,
underclothes, and shoe directions).
**HINT** to make a *sitting stand* for your
doll while you are dressing her ... simply cut a piece of Styrofoam to
the correct height of bench/chair she WILL go on ... and glue it to a
piece of cork for draping.
1. Cut Skirt pattern from silk duponi. Turn bottom edge under to
wrong side and glue. Turn side edge under to wrong side, join side
edges to form tube. Gather top, slide on waist and tie shut.
Don’t worry about draping the skirt until you have her completely
dressed. Just make sure the waist gathers are in the correct place.

Embroidered ribbon +
scalloped edge netting.

2. Bodice. Wrap and glue embroidered ribbon around torso (over top of raw skirt edge) and
overlap in back and glue (SuperGlue if needed). Next take your pinking shears and cut scalloped
edge on polyester netting. Glue around torso as shown. Then cut out velvet pattern and glue on
front of torso as shown. Then add trim as desired. Lastly cut small triangle from embroidered
ribbon and glue to bottom to form point. Outline entire bodice with trim, or lace edging as
desired. Glue on jewelry finding and beads to taste.

3. Sleeve. Cut out small
rectangle from netting and
glue around arms. Push
arm on pipecleaner through the middle of
velvet circle, and gather
edge of velvet. Then draw
velvet tight and run
several stitches through
velvet to pull tight as
shown. Glue arm into
torso.

Cut out two silk duponi long sleeve patterns. Turn edges to wrong side. Glue piece of trim (or
edge of lace along inside edge to finish). Carefully line up small end of sleeve and glue around
elbow on arm as shown. When dry, pin into place and spray stiffen.

4. Glue on headpiece on forehead, then follow directions below to wig her. After she is
wigged, glue on beads, pearls etc as desired.

5. Wigging. Glue on a realistic
hairline to her head. Lay strip of
pleated hair from nose to neck. Next
curl two fat curls and glue them
horizontally across top of head (see
photo #2). Lastly, draw all hair up and to the back, and twist into a
loose (messy) ponytail down her back. If necessary, spray lightly with
hair spray to keep in place.
Thats it! She is now ready to grace your kingdom. Wigging tutorials can be found in the archive
sections if needed. I hope you enjoyed this - and HAPPY CREATING! DANA

